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The Men Who Would Be Kings is a set of rules designed for fighting historical or Hollywood
colonial battles in the mid- to late-Nineteenth Century, from the Indian Mutiny to the Boxer
Rebellion. Large scale colonial clashes tended to be one-sided affairs, but there are countless
reports of brief, frantic skirmishes in every colonial war--where either side could be victorious--
and these are the battles that The Men Who Would Be Kings seeks to recreate. Although
focusing on the British colonial wars against the Zulus, Maoris, and others, these rules will also
permit players to explore the empires of France, Germany, and other nations, as well as allowing
for battles between rival native factions. Gameplay is very simple, and is driven by the quality of
the officers leading your units, in the true spirit of Victorian derring-do and adventure, where
larger than life characters such as the (real) Fred Burnaby and the (fictional) Harry Flashman led
their troops to glory and medals, or to a horrible end at the point of a spear tip.

"The value of [Osprey Wargame] books is unbelievably good. Generally, $20 can get you an
interesting ruleset with great artwork" - Jacob Stauttener, Must Contain MinisAbout the
AuthorDaniel Mersey has won no medals and his armies will never salute him. His previously
published games include Lion Rampant (Osprey 2014), Dux Bellorum (Osprey 2012), and Song
of Arthur and Merlin (Ganesha Games 2008).Peter Dennis was inspired by contemporary
magazines such as Look and Learn, and studied illustration at Liverpool Art College. Since then,
he has contributed to hundreds of books, including many Osprey titles. A keen wargamer and
modelmaker, he is based in Nottinghamshire, UK.
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      Pages 5 - 13 are not included in this sample. 
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Derek A. Wagener, “A seriously un-serious miniature battle ruleset for all.. Paging through the
book, there is quite a bit nice to say about it. It essentially covers Victorian Era conflicts using
roughly fifty soldiers for each side; native armies might require eighty (there is a variant to use
less). The rules are designed for quick play and use a simplified rating for each unit. The focus is
on British Colonial; heavy on South Africa with Zulus and Boers to the fore. There is information
to include French (Foreign Legion) Germans, and other Colonial nationalities. US Cavalry vs
Apache or Plains Indians. The rules are easily adaptable. There is encouragement to use
Hollywood films as inspiration for scenarios. The game focuses on the spirit instead of textbook
history; though textbook studies are still usefully applied in this game.”

Braedyn, “great book. great book with great photos”

John Nickerson, “Fun Set Of Rules. We have played with these rules a few times now, not
perfect but a lot of fun, and good quick play. Read the write up, it's intended to be movie like
action and that is a good description. Well thought out flow of play. If you are looking to learn a lot
about the history of the conflicts included here, this is the wrong place. Time frame is the later
colonial period.”

Jason Weiser, “Awesome set of Colonial Skirmish Rules. I have not played them yet, but they
look like great fun with the right mix of history, whimsy, and fun. Look forward to breaking these
rules out!”

kitguy25, “Centered mainly on British Empire forces.. Content is heavily centered on British
Empire forces. Campaigns of other nations included, but only briefly mentioned. Otherwise, a
good set of rules.”

Gabriel Aquino, “Excellent game. Excellent set of rules!  Well worth the money.”

Michael R. Gaffney, “the Kindle version is terribly formatted and you cannot read some of the
charts .... I have not read the contents yet, but i am sure that is is of the same superb quality as
Daniel Mersey's other rules. However, the Kindle version is terribly formatted and you cannot
read some of the charts due to the, being way too tiny. I recommend Purchasing the print book or
a PDF.”

Alan, “Fascinating Rule Set. I have been out of wargaming for a while now but, considering
myself to be reasonably knowledgeable and thinking about getting back into the hobby, have
been reading different rule sets to see what has changed and what might be interesting. I like
the presentation of all of the Osprey Blue Book series in that they are clear, concise and



beautifully illustrated, but I have to say that not all of them read as well as this set. The rules are
well explained and have authors notes dotted throughout them (a feature I find particularly
useful) as well as Osprey's trademark illustrations. There are some interesting mechanisms in
this rule set but the core mechanics are very easy to understand and it looks like the game
should flow quickly with only minimal references to the rule book. And isn't that how a good war-
game should feel? And if I can pick-up on a point made in an earlier review - yes, some of the
suggested field forces (for which read 'army lists') are a little 2 dimensional but the rules clearly
indicate how these can be customised with additional attributes to match a particular historical
force.  That's good enough for me.  Buy, read and enjoy.”

R. McNaught, “not another period change.... Whilst these rules from osprey are another
generation up from Pikeman's lament it has some radically different processes and another layer
of complexity; not always what people look for but then no two wargamers are alike, thank
god.The method of command and control is significantly different and seems to nod at earlier
rival systems (a mix of warmaster/black powder with enough changes to claim uniqueness), and
removal of casualties is less brutal than earlier titles from osprey. Whilst my jury is still out there
are a number of fellow gamers play this at our club all the time)”

Andrew Fuller, “Excellent set of rules for running small scale colonial patrol .... Excellent set of
rules for running small scale colonial patrol games. S fast and fun game which is easy to get into
as only a relatively small number of figures needed, eg. a Royal Navy landing party for the likes
of the Sudan requires 36 figures and a gatling or gardner gun. The author suggests the game
plays particularly well in 15mm, although many will opt for 28mm using the popular multi-part
plastic figures now available.”

Willie Bogaerts, “Refreshing!. Simple, uncomplicated rules that can be taught in 15 minutes. yet
enough depth to keep things interesting. The author has his own webpage and will answer all
questions you might have. Highly recommended!”

The book by Martin Middlebrook has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 164 people have provided
feedback.
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